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Abstract: Abuse of cloud services consequently unauthorized access to cloud data by malicious software automation is prevented by CAPTCHA. The secure usable mechanism is mandatory for resilience to automate attacks accordingly to create pleasant challenges. In this paper, we propose a novel image-based graphical Color Channel CAPTCHA scheme to distinguish between malware and humans for data security in the cloud environment. This color channel CAPTCHA is designed with 2 X 2 grids of different color channels with micro invisible circles or less visible moving circles. This simple challenge is completed by click on the specified circles in the given order with very less solving time, while compared to the state of the art. The experimental study has been conducted among 41 participants on both usability and performance of color channel CAPTCHA.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data storage in the cloud is a service design in which data is managed, backed up and maintained remotely and always make available to users through the network. Some specific reasons are there to store data in the cloud, the user can access the data anytime and anywhere, high data protection, low cost, scalability and flexibility and gives high-performance processing. This cloud storage does face some insecurity like files are not encrypted, transfer of data is not protected, and mainly poor password practices. The best cloud service provider is who keeps their client’s accounts and data safe. Hence this remote database service provider is abruptly in the need of multi-level authentication to protect the backed up data.

Color channel CAPTCHA is used as second-level authentication in the cloud database site to access and store the data whether by human or by automated software. User’s data are exploited by automated programs like mimicking the human action for criminal activities. Some other examples of abuse done by the automated applications (i) register ‘n’ number of free accounts at a time (ii) posting inflammatory comments on social media (iii) automatic voting in online polls. (iv) Create a password iteration for the whole space to find the exact password (v) click on the advertisement to get revenue (vi) creating the illusion of a physical presence. The potential of cloud services abuse can be reduced by this proposed scenario whether the request has been initiated by a human or by the automated software.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Text-based CAPTCHA is widely used CAPTCHA, which is displayed as a distorted text.

NoCAPTCHA, the user should click on the box to enable ‘I am not a robot’. Google is secretly monitoring the behavior of the clicking over the checkbox to distinguish whether human or not before allowing access to online services. In CAPPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Physical Test to tell Computers and Humans Apart) [3] asks the user to tilt the smartphone to a certain degree to identify humans. But this CAPPTCHA can be applied only in mobile phones, not suitable for all devices which are connected to the network. In recent days, the storage of large data (cloud storage) in a secure place is a very big issue like protection against automated abuses. This proposal of color channel CAPTCHA gives an enormous level of security and usability while using along with existing first level authentication (user ID and password). Captcha is a reverse Turing test given by the service provider to a service requestor, based on the submission of the response; the server will provide the access or deny it. Captcha-challenge response tests that aim at preventing unwanted machines, including bots from commenting spam in blogs, registering at websites, harvesting email addresses and conducting dictionary attacks, among others[4]. Several big companies have suggested and applied captchas [5] including Google’s reCAPTCHA [6] eBay captcha, yahoo mail captcha and Microsoft’s ASIRRA [7].

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. Related Works is in section 2. Proposed work is in section 3 as Color channel CAPTCHA, Click or Tap Attribute, Color Channels and Color channel click partition based on integer partition. Security Analysis is in section 4 as Relay attacks by the human – solver, Reverse Engineering attack and Password replay and Brute force attack. This proposed work is investigated the usability perspectives systematically in section 5. Finally, the conclusion is given in section 6.
This text-based CAPTCHA challenge is easily solved by artificial intelligence technology with 99.8% accuracy [8]. Pinkas et al. [9] proposed a scheme that is a combination of a password with CAPTCHA against online dictionary attacks. To protect cloud servers against malicious registration and logins, Yeh et al. [10] introduced a CAPTCHA for user authentication. Pequegnot et al. [11] insisted to use CAPTCHA to enhance the security of PIN codes against automated attacks in mobile devices. To improve the protection of passwords against various attacks Althamary et al. [12] proposed a CAPTCHA based authentication in the cloud environment.

[19] Proposed a CAPTCHA, this method authenticates the original user based on the timing differences in the entered keystrokes and movement of the phone while entering the password. This method is designed based on 3-dimensional sensors such as the accelerometer, the orientation, the magnetometer, the gravity sensors, and the gyroscope. Tap Logger [13], a Trojan application collects the data through an accelerometer (detect the number of taps) and orientation sensors (find position of the taps). This detected data are enough to log the screen on, detect credit card numbers and PIN numbers. Hence tap information on soft keyboards is gathered from accelerometer and gyroscope readings in smartphones and tablets. This information is sufficient to enter into the smart devices. Image-based CAPTCHAs need a vast number of images with interpretations otherwise can be broken by visual object recognition algorithms.

Knowledge-based cognitive CAPTCHA is an image-based [14] which requires very specific knowledge in particular discipline during verification processes. ADAMAS CAPTCHA [15] proposed a model of interweaving Unicode and color to enhance CAPTCHA security. This model offers a multi-layered approach, Unicode as an input space, virtual keyboard as the input device, randomization, homographs and correlated usage of colors in foreground and background. Farett-Gender, Farett-gender & age [16]two novel face-recognition CAPTCHAs are proposed. This model is required to click on the 5 female images among 25 images for Farett-Gender CAPTCHA and among 16 images click on 3 women images then need to find the youngest women for Farett-Gender & Age CAPTCHA.

FaceDCAPTCHA [17], the user must identify visually-distorted human face embedded in a complex background without selecting any non-human face. Confident CAPTCHA [18] asks the user to click on all the images according to the symbols such as cat, bird, and dog which are displayed by the scheme. PL. Chithra and K. Sathy [20] developed a secure system like PixCAPTCHA random pictures have been displayed with the content of crop properties and instruction of how much pixels to be cropped and in pixcaptcha graphical password[21], user should select an image in the image pool, then selected image is cropped with size in the ratio of 1:1, 2.1:1, 1.3:2.5, 4:6, 5:7, 1:5 and etc. and the cropped image is pasted in the specified place.

III. PROPOSED WORK

In this paper, LCC proposes a new graphical CAPTCHA. It combines the existing knock code technique by transforming it into a new type of click with a modified knock code password system for all smart devices, applications, and websites. It provides multiple steps of resilience against multiple attacks. The details of this proposed scheme are presented in the following sections.

A. Color channel CAPTCHA

To prevent automated access of the web resources, remote cloud applications or sensitive mobile services, the user should perform a challenging task in order to prove that he is a human. For this motive, color channel CAPTCHA asks the user to click or tap on the micro invisible or less visible moving dots that are hidden or visible in the 2 x 2 color channels. Each channel contains 4 micro invisible dots in each channel namely left top (L_1), right top (R_1), right bottom (R_3), and left bottom (L_3) in the scheme, the user needs to click or touch on the color channel in two circles where the annotation says as the CAPTCHA challenge. The user interface for color channel CAPTCHA is shown in Fig 2. There is no additional task to be performed by the user, only thing users should understand the annotation carefully.

The user may feel a little difficult for the first time; complete it within a few seconds if they get trained with it. The working principle flow of color channel CAPTCHA is shown in Fig 1. If the user wants to get access to the cloud service through a browser or web service, the color channel CAPTCHA’s hidden microdots or less visible moving dots need to be clicked for the second level authentication. If the rest of the place which is not covered with dots gets the click more than 2 times, authentication cannot be given to the particular user moreover the user is considered as a malicious program.

B. Click or Tap attribute with less visible moving circle

Totally 16 numbers of invisible or less visible concentric dots are hidden or visible with moving in 4 color channels each consists of 4 dots which is shown in Fig 5 and Fig 3. These dots appear as the pattern lock dots which is currently used in smartphones but relatively bigger than pattern dots. To identify humans from the malicious, tap with one or two wrong taps around the concentric circles are considered as human conversely more than two wrong clicks in and around the concentric circles are considered malicious. Two wrong taps nearer to the specified circle’s boundary are allowed. 100 tap data were collected from 41 participants of different age groups. To increase the usability, the number of circles is reduced and the visibility of the circle is increased with one annotation as depicted in fig 3.

C. Color channels

The color channel is displayed with random colors for each and every new CAPTCHA as depicted in Fig 4. This novel CAPTCHA model appeared with a different color pattern for every time and every user accompanied by the randomized hint that says the number of clicks and sequences; the user should do to complete the CAPTCHA test. According to the hint or annotation, the user should complete the process to pass the test. If the user’s number of clicks and order equals to the hint which is produced at the time of online transaction or registration, the user is authenticated as a human, thus the captcha test is completed.
A. Relay attacks by human – solver
The main aim of the CAPTCHA is to distinguish between human and malicious programs. Here, the challenges are done by the remote solver, not by automated software to get unauthorized access by cracking the password. CAPTCHA challenges are relayed to some remote human solver; hence, the security provided by the CAPTCHA is by-passed. The difference between the legitimate user and remote human solver cannot be identified, thus the relay attack is considered as a most effective attack than others.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The security of this model against prominent threats and attacks is discussed in this section.

D. Color channel click partition based on integer partition
An integer partition of n ∈ N is a unique way of writing ‘n’ as the sum of integers. Partitions that differ in the order only are considered to be the same partition. Restricted partition is a partition that is restricted under specified conditions. The total number of clicks spread into the 4 channels according to the integer partition function p(n) represents the number of a possible partition of a natural number ‘n’ which is to say the number of distinct ways of representing ‘n’ as a sum of natural numbers.

\[ p(n) \equiv \frac{1}{4n^{3/2}} \exp \left( \pi \sqrt{\frac{2n}{3}} \right) - 1 \]  

This formula in eqn.5 is used to find the approximate partition of integer but it gives weak approximation value. The partition function gives the value of every integer like p(1) = {1}, p(2) = {{2}}, p(3) = {{3}}, p(4) = {{3, 1}}, p(5) = {{5}}, p(6) = {{3, 3}}, p(7) = {{7}}, p(8) = {{4, 4}}, p(9) = {{9}}, p(10) = {{5, 5}}, ... and so on. So the final absolute value of integer partition of p(0)=1, p(1) = 1, p(2) = 2, p(3) = 3, p(4) = 5 and for rest of the value refer in table 2.

Table 2. Integer Partition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P(n)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In color channel CAPTCHA, only two annotations are given to the legitimate user, the user is asked to solve it in 5 seconds (because the average time taken to solve the color channel CAPTCHA by 41 participants is less than 5 second). If the user fails to pass the test within 5 seconds, then the new color channel CAPTCHA appears. Hence, the relay attack by a human solver cannot be performed on the color channel CAPTCHA. The time limit (5 seconds) is not enough to send the challenge to a different location for the remote human solver.

A. Reverse Engineering attack

Obfuscation of code is, transform a program into another program difficult to understand and read by either applying cryptographic key, the design of the software or algorithm used in the software. In this color channel CAPTCHA, source code formatting of layout obfuscation and compression is applied to protect the code from reverse engineering attack. Hence, de-obfuscation could not be achieved in any practice. A minifier eliminates the comments and unnecessary whitespace from a program. Depending on how the programming code is written, this can minimize the size.

Digital assets and intellectual property like source code are secured by obfuscation, but this is not the only approach to protect the code, defeatable at the same time harder for the code cracker. Obfuscation comprises the following features, name obfuscation, code flow obfuscation, minification and compression, dead code insertion, string encryption, and powerful locking. Minification and compression reduces the size of code and helps to load it quicker and minimizing bandwidth consumption. Dead code insertion is some unexecutable code inserted to the source code to avoid modification and theft. To secure this color channel captcha code, some of the features of obfuscation are applied and the result is shown below.

**Obfuscator**

```javascript
// var _0xef00="x3C2F1x69x6Dx67x20x73x72x63x3Dx22x43x3A2Fx55x73x65x72x73x2Fx57x65x6Cx63x6F1x6Dx65x2Fvx50x69x63x74x75x72x65x73x2Fx73x68x61x70x65x34x2E6A70x67x22x3E","x73x75x63x63x65x73x73","x6E64x74x20x73x75x65x69x73x73";var img1;function check1(){img1=_0xef00[0];var _0xf25dx3=1;if(_0xf25dx3===1){alert(_0xef00[1])}else {alert(_0xef00[2])}}
```

**Compressor**

```javascript
// var img1='"<img src="C:/Users/Welcome/Pictures/shapes4.jpg"">';
var col1=document.getElementById('slotID-1').style.backgroundColor;
document.getElementById("demo").style.color = "red";

var img1;
```

An obfuscator also minifies, but it will also modify the program, changing the names of variables, functions, and members, making the program much harder to understand, and further reducing its size.

![Fig.2. User interface for color channel CAPTCHA](image)

In color channel CAPTCHA, only two annotations are given to the legitimate user, the user is asked to solve it in 5 seconds (because the average time taken to solve the color channel CAPTCHA by 41 participants is less than 5 second). If the user fails to pass the test within 5 seconds, then the new color channel CAPTCHA appears. Hence, the relay attack by a human solver cannot be performed on the color channel CAPTCHA. The time limit (5 seconds) is not enough to send the challenge to a different location for the remote human solver.

![Fig.3. Color Channel CAPTCHA with less visible moving circle](image)

![Fig.4. Color channels](image)

![Fig.5. Single channel with target and non-target area](image)

An obfuscator also minifies, but it will also modify the program, changing the names of variables, functions, and members, making the program much harder to understand, and further reducing its size. Digital assets and intellectual property like source code are secured by obfuscation, but this is not the only approach to protect the code, defeatable at the same time harder for the code cracker. Obfuscation comprises the following features, name obfuscation, code flow obfuscation, minification and compression, dead code insertion, string encryption, and powerful locking. Minification and compression reduces the size of code and helps to load it quicker and minimizing bandwidth consumption. Dead code insertion is some unexecutable code inserted to the source code to avoid modification and theft. To secure this color channel captcha code, some of the features of obfuscation are applied and the result is shown below.

**Obfuscator**

```javascript
// var _0xef00="x3C2F1x69x6Dx67x20x73x72x63x3Dx22x43x3A2Fx55x73x65x72x73x2Fx57x65x6Cx63x6F1x6Dx65x2Fvx50x69x63x74x75x72x65x73x2Fx73x68x61x70x65x34x2E6A70x67x22x3E","x73x75x63x63x65x73x73","x6E64x74x20x73x75x65x69x73x73";var img1;function check1(){img1=_0xef00[0];var _0xf25dx3=1;if(_0xf25dx3===1){alert(_0xef00[1])}else {alert(_0xef00[2])}}
```

**Compressor**

```javascript
// function check1()

// var img1='"<img src="C:/Users/Welcome/Pictures/shapes4.jpg"">';
var col1=document.getElementById('slotID-1').style.backgroundColor;
document.getElementById("demo").style.color = "red";

var img1;
```
This SP (success probability) value is below 1%, hence the reCAPTCHA is considered as secured. For this system, ‘p’ is 2 annotations which consist of 2 channel numbers, 2 colors, 2 micro circle dots position and ‘q’ is total number channels with microdots (4 x 4), number of random colors(32). Based on this method SP is calculated for this proposed methodology for the visible dots as in Eqn 7.

\[
SP_{reCAPTCHA} = \frac{1}{48^4} = 8.17 \times 10^{-11} \quad \cdots \quad (7)
\]

If the microdots are visible, then the success probability of brute force or AI-based attack’s value is 8.17 x 10^{-11}. Brute force attack on color channel captcha, an attack has to guess ‘i’ micro invisible circle dots out of a set of ‘j’ dots. One solution out of \( \binom{j}{i} \) options, hence attackers success probability rate is calculated as in Eqn 8.

\[
SP_{ccCAPTCHA} = \frac{1}{48^i} \sum_{j=48}^{i} \frac{\binom{j}{i}}{i} = 48! = 6(48 - 6)! \\
119119 = 0.0000000814\% \quad \cdots \quad (8)
\]

This amounts to approximately 8.14 x 10^{-8} for j=48 i=6, which can be considered more secure than existing captcha systems of reCAPTCHA and Farett-gender CAPTCHA.

According to this methodology, SP_{ccCAPTCHA} value is considered as a minimum and it exceeds tremendously because of its invisible nature.

### V. Usability Study

The experimental study has been conducted among 41 participants, 40 (98%) participants solved the color channel CAPTCHA successfully which is shown in Fig.6. According to their statement, this proposed scheme is user-friendly. Solving time is evaluated among various age group people (18-30, 31-45, 46-55); the average time to solve this CAPTCHA is 4.5 seconds as depicted in Table.3 consequently in Fig.7. To compute average accuracy for human responses using the Eqn.9

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{TotalNumberofCorrectTap}}{\text{TotalNumberofTap}} \times 100 \quad \cdots \quad (9)
\]

Here a correct response means that in a given CAPTCHA, microdots are correctly tapped with other challenges including channel number, color, and invisible attribute.

![Fig 6. Comparison of Color Channel CAPTCHA's Human solving rate with other schemes](image-url)
VI. CONCLUSION

CAPTCHAcs are one of the main security services to protect the cloud service from automated abuses. In this paper, the color channel CAPTCHA is proposed, a novel technique that can potentially eradicate CAPTCHAcs low-security issues. This proposed CAPTCHA is difficult for automated software to pass the challenge rather than a human can complete within 5.5 seconds (average 4.5 sec). The performance of this work was evaluated through experiments among 41 participants. As per the result, its user-friendliness, success probability, and time-solving rate are feasible than other existing CAPTCHA challenges.
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